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Watermark Arts brings together somatic awareness and 
artistic expression in the belief that both are essential 
aspects in creating a more humane and peaceful world. 

The word soma, from the Greek somatikos, implies a 
fullness of presence in the living, sensate, wholeness of 
bodily being. With awareness of the integrity of the body, 
comes a felt experience of the interconnection of all living 
things as part of a larger whole.

In our modern, technologically-advanced era, somatic 
explorers exist near the cultural edge, holding this way of 
wholeness in the face of a widespread and pervasive 
sense of fragmentation.

 

Artists, too, live at the edge of culture, working with 
revolutionary ideas and symbolic messages encoded in 
dance, poetry, stories, music and visual art. As culture 
creators throughout history, artists have brought about 
substantive, peaceful change in society. 

These times call on us to become generators of the culture 
we wish to live in. Creative acts show up in all aspects of 
life ?  in art, in teaching, in community-building. 
Watermarks asks, What happens when these creative acts 
are informed by somatic awareness? Can we bring into 
being a world permeated by a sense of wholeness and 
interconnection? 

We invite you to join us. 

© Watermark Arts Journal - Watermark Arts 2018. © All writing, images, video 
and artwork is the copyright of Individual artists 2018. All Rights Reserved 2018.
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Wat erm ark  Ar t s Galler ies

Discover the galleries of 50 somatic artists in all artistic 
mediums at www.watermarkarts.org

Wat erm ark  Ar t s Newslet t er

Meet new artists and stay informed about upcoming 
events and performances.

Wat erm ark  Ar t s Journal

Delve into articles, art, and video, with and by somatic 
arts practitioners in an e-journal of transformative art.
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Enliven your senses through the experience of somatic 
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Welcome to the second issue of the Watermark Arts Journal! 

Often in Continuum I have experiences where my senses co-mingle. A strong felt sense    
may be accompanied by a visual image, or a poetic phrase will form in response to a flow   
of sensory information. My whole organism becomes the source of inspiration and a vessel 
for creative expression. This experience, or something like it, underlies all the art that fills 
Watermark Arts? galleries. 

With the second issue of the Journal, we offer you an immersion in the sensory-rich, 
beauty-filled possibilities of somatic-inspired art, a co-mingling of words and visuals 
originating in sensation and movement. This Journal opens with Beth Pettengill Riley?s 
personal reflections on a lifetime of writing, movement and Continuum. We have included 
here the interview with Beth that leads the Continuum & Creativity video series. 

  

In ?Being Moved?, we feature eight works by Watermark Arts poets. Journal designer     
Prue Jeffries has delved into the artistic wealth of Watermark Arts to find visual images    
to accompany each of the selected poems, allowing the interplay of different sensory 
channels to open further dimensions of meaning. 

The final section brings together in one place the remaining 10 interviews of our 
?Continuum & Creativity? series. These video gems, ranging from 2-6 minutes, let you 
watch and listen as artists describe the intimate process of creation informed by 
movement.  

Whether you immerse yourself all at once or dip in from time to time, there is something 
here to move you and draw you closer to the sensory flow of life. The Journal is always 
easily accessible on the Watermark Arts site and is also downloadable. 

With great pleasure,   

Elaine Colandrea, Artistic Director

A letter from the editor

Elaine Colandrea in Parco Murgia, Matera, Italy. Photo by Prue Jeffries.
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Poetry, Continuum & Creativity

Cover, Joy Brown, Holding a Galaxy. This page, Joy Brown, Dancing Ladies.

 by Beth Riley
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Art makes a bridge, from the inner world of 

soulful truth to the outer world of social 

engagement and cultural expectations.

I wrote my first poem at age 11, a pre-teen in 

the 1960?s, grappling with oncoming tides of 

physical change. Through adolescence, my 

struggle for a meaningful life found expression 

in the process of writing. 

Poetry was a portal to the otherwise 

inaccessible, inexpressible reality of my inner 

life. Through that portal, I entered into spiritual 

life. Poetry and prayer became synonymous. 

IN T RO D UCT IO N
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When I walked into my first Continuum workshop 

with Emilie Conrad and Susan Harper, in 1978 at 

Lone Mountain College in San Francisco, the 

separate inner and outer worlds I had tried to 

connect through my poems suddenly became 

seamlessly congruent. 

All my distinctions between ?inner? and ?outer? 

began to dissolve. Continuum gave me a way ? a 

direct, rich way ? to hone and embellish the sense 

that I was living in an interface connecting my inner, 

creative world to my daily life as a householder, 

raising a daughter in a spiritual community. 

My apprenticeship with Emilie, including time spent 

in workshops and retreats and on extended visits to 

her home in Woodland Hills, California, served to 

deepen this creative flow. 

Niki Berg, Dreams and Fantasies, "North of Mendocino"
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During my decade or so of traveling with 

Emilie in the 1980?s, I was struck by how 

fluently she navigated the swirl of creativity 

that was always around her, not only as we 

walked together in the streets of Manhattan, 

but also and most importantly, in the full 

scope of the experience of living in and with 

the movement of the human organism. 

Her fully-alive engagement with each person 

she encountered, from the taxi driver to the 

students attending her workshops, was so 

stunningly rich that it took my breath away 

every time. How did she do it? By what 

profound insight was she guided? One day, 

during a workshop at Mount Madonna, 

California she revealed her secret:

Barbara Schaefer, Continuum
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?All the great art, the 

masterpieces of the ages, the 

paintings of Rembrandt, 

M onet and Renoir, the 

greatest symphonies of 

Bach and Beethoven, 

are like droppings in the 

desert when compared with 

the artistry of the human 

body.? 

~ Emilie Conrad, Mount Madonna Workshop, January 16th, 1987

 Emilie Conrad, Photo by LaurenDevon.com
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At that moment, after my years of trying to bridge the worlds, writing songs, crafting poems, composing 

dances and improvising pieces at the college level, this was indeed disturbing news. And yet, here was 

direct access to a depth of creativity I had not touched. I had delved into Emilie?s world and the practice 

of Continuum, and what was emerging, through my own experience, was a seamlessness between inner 

and outer: it was a way of living as art, an understanding of the creative process as a biological process 

and vice versa, the biological process as a creative one.

Prue Jeffries, Beth Riley Portrait #1 
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Now, when I do my morning meditation and movement 

practice, I often touch something in myself so primal, so 

viscerally true, that there is no effort or interference in its 

movement toward expression, which comes, for me, most 

often as a poem.

Here is an excerpt from the poem ?Silent Night?, 

which I wrote after a practice session in 2005:

In the black fullness of the night sky
deep silence holds me, wrapping my terror and 
aloneness,
comforting the despair for worlds torn and 
shattered.
I t is thick and substantial and fully felt.
Slowly, very slowly, the morning light begins
to soak through the darkness, 
like white ink being absorbed by black paper, 
dissolving fear, radiating into my bones,
leaving a quiet mystery in its place.

Prue Jeffries, Beth Riley Portrait #2 
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This process, movement flowing into the creation of 

art, then folds back on itself, giving me instructions 

on how to move through life. 

So the artistic process becomes a teaching for the 

movement process and vice versa. 

Going into my next dive, I may ask, ?Where can I 

sense this dissolving, radiating quality of which the 

poem spoke?? I find it: Ahhh... at the end of the 

exhalation.

There, in the pause between the breaths, I am 

compelled by interest, wrapped in curiosity, as my 

entire organism engages in preparation for the next 

incoming breath. Radical Hope. 

 

Barbara Mindell, Earth Fever
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In my practice of Continuum, I can access 

the organismic experience of the wholeness 

of life and art as interpenetrating waves, 

creating a continuous reality between the 

inner and outer realms of experience. 

Emilie conveyed this, simply through how 

she was, in the world. In the years since 

Emilie?s passing, I am grateful to Elaine 

Colandrea for picking up this truth, giving it 

a place to land and fleshing it out, into 

Watermark Arts. Those of us honored to be 

included in the galleries here work in the 

deep waters of bio-creativity. 

May our endeavors beckon to others in the 

wider sea of life on earth, inspiring them to 

live a creative life from the inside out.

Prue Jeffries, Oceans, Portrait of Beth Riley
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"Poetry as a way of living", Beth Riley on Continuum & Creativity.

"With Continuum and creative expression I  found home."
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http://www.vimeo.com/289818604
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Noelle Adamo performing in My Body of Water. Photo by Prue Jeffries.

BEIN G M OVED

Watermark Arts Poetry and Art

POETS

Noelle Adamo

Bobbie Ellis

Sandra Capellaro

Claudia Catani

Raine Brown

Gale Marsland

ARTISTS

 Satya Kirsch

Niki Berg

Gale Marsland

David Gilbert

Tuan Pham

Lucia Miracchi
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M y body of water makes waves. I t knows calm does not equal peace and sometimes it 
must rise and surge in order to be heard. I  am a storm. I  accept I  will disturb more 

than a few boats.
Melaine Gambino, Dana Rudikoff, Sandra Capellaro, Elaine Colandrea, Megan Bathory-Peeler perform My Body of Water. Photo by Prue Jeffries.

M y Body of Water
 by Noelle Adamo
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M y body is a waterfall,
here to accompany you
as life takes you down,
hard and magnificent,

then gentles
into the pool of your 

broken heart.
I  am witness.

I  am the beloved's
arms.

Soul set in motion,
I  dive into waters
larger than myself.
I  too learn to swim.

David Gilbert, Nature Nurture
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M y streams tumble
from sky-peak

H imalayan mountains,
release laughter from sunlight,

pull color from pebbles,
urgent and excited
with life's descent,

with the unstoppable 
momentum

of my surrender.

I  am being danced.

T his surprise
like the first cold day

scatters a splash
of concern.

Niki Berg, Into the light, "White Goddess"
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Desire floods 
the basement 
of my mind.

M y mind, liquid 
gets ahead of itself.

M y water ripples
out to your water.

Sifts through your conflicts
and conversations.

I  rush over
the stones,

quicken to their 
wanting:

Turn me to sand
with my thousand

mistakes.

Niki Berg, Dreams and Fantasies
17
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I  call my tide
back to this belly,

this voice, this breath,
on earth, where

I  am most afraid.
 

Prescience  is a gift
but presence 

is the prayer that lands
in the center of my body
as a drop from the sky.

Elisabeth Osgood-Campbell & Noelle Adamo,

performing My Body of Water. Photo by Prue Jeffries.
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M y river spirals and curls,
and bends at last

to the wetlands, slows
brushes through minerals

and grasses where the heron
stands unfazed, still,
winged, while I  filter
what matters. T his

takes time.

 Melanie Noblit-Gambino, Elaine Colandea and Sandra Capellaro performing My Body of Water. Photo by Prue Jeffries.
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Purified, you can't 
contain this body.

I t stretches across waves.
T he rain that I  am

opens flowers.
Within each petal

a verse.

Niki Berg, Into the light, "Rose"
20
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I  find my way into the mud
of springtime.
I  kiss the bones

and the buried things.
I  am fragrant and alive

in the weight
that shapes me.

H ere in darkness I  grow,
where land and water meet,

in the tangled
and complicated roots

of all life.

Tuan Pham, Lasting Grace
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"My Body of Water", per form ed at  t he Int erdependence Day Celebrat ion, Som at ic Movem ent  
Sum m it  2018 at  Om ega Inst it ut e, Rhinebeck , New York

 Noelle Adamo, Elaine Colandrea, Megan Bathory-Peeler, Dana Rudikoff, Sandra Capellaro, Elisabeth Osgood-Campbell & Melanie Noblit-Gambino 

performing My Body of Water. Filmed & edited by Prue Jeffries.
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http://www.vimeo.com/295706669
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M ay you touch every place,
you love every being
as the first time and forever.

M ay you live the first time,
forever.

M ay you love for no reason.
No track of you.
Love without somebody.

M ay you always be yourself
the One and Only in love.

L OVE
A Poem by Claudia Catani

Niki Berg, The Flowers, "Pink Tulip" 
23
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I f I  am water, I  meet the thirst.

I f I  am fire, a dark night.

I f I  am wind, space.

I f I  am earth, I  will meet the path.

As a woman, I  meet the beloved.

As emptiness unfolds ~

Absolute meets me.

W O M AN
A Poem by Claudia Catanii

David Gilbert, Nature's Child
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Into the numinous unknown.

Powerful waves of dark/ light

Get caught in my sails.

Something erupts

Into the icy lumin -  essence

While gravity -  belonging

Carries my softness

Back to the source

T hat is curiosity.

EPIC ADVEN T URE
Poem and art by Gale M arsland
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Soft fall whispering rain
rice paper walls
filigree buds
damp dark limbs
porous ground

Earth worm aroused
from winter slumber
black humus
closing in
folding away

Awaken
to the always woke
amazement wonder surprise
a common and
ordinary prayer

T H ETA
A poem by Raine Brown

Tuan Pham, The Language of Wet Sand
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STARD UST  
A poem by Raine Brown
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I t's 4pm and golden sunlight filters into the room, bathing us divers in beauty.
T he sun's very disappearance creates a light unmatched by the day's dial.

As I  drink in sparkling rays, I  ask myself if I  would be so bold as to willingly disappear every evening.
Would I  rise up in the morning clear and totipotent, freed from the sticky self of yesterday?

T here's no standing still in the cycle of nature, even when we refuse our own growth.
Fold and unfold! -  I  remind myself.

Never stop dancing and you're on the way. Your birth on the pilgrim's journey.

AFT ERN O O N  EM ERGEN CE
A poem by Sandra Capellaro

Satya Kirsch, Spilling Light Series 3Niki Berg, Into the Light, "Wildflowers"28



29Our eyes shining like suns we greet each other in circle.
T he portals are forever there, offering resistance to invite our push.

Gather in -  and the future can unfold.
We stand on generations, all woven into nature.

Will you step where you were meant to be, where you can be seen, so the world can go on, more full, with you so clear?

Satya Kirsch, Spilling Light 529
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When I  get close to you
Close enough to smell you
Your animal smell
T he coarseness of your hair
Eyes popping out with hyper focus
Fangs dripping with release.

I  find my gaze at the level
Of your reflective mirrors
I  see myself
Angry and flailing
In some forever crib where no one lives

O D E T O  RAGDA
Poem by Bobbie Ellis
Performance by Rebecca Amis-Lawson  
M usic by John Bianculli

Listen to Ode to Ragda
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Looking down at the sword
I  am supposed to point at you
And I  can't
I  have done it too many times
Poking gaping wholes in you
For your smelly breath
All of your ridiculous mishaps and bad decisions
Screaming, throwing, jumping around
Dancing your blazing fire dance
I  am burnt out
I  have no interest in any more pokes

Because if I  poke you, I  really am still poking myself
And I  want all of me now
T he fangs, the bulging eyes, smelly breath
Reminding me of my slow decay

I  gaze at your beautiful hair
M ulti colored and hanging in the wait of a breeze
I  see the shining gold at your forehead and sense 
an immediate opening
In recognition of our deepest knowing

Lucia Miracchi, 1000 Things to Love i
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T he sword lifts towards the space between us
Point upward 
Slicing the split between you and I

T he blade lowers as a gesture of regard
T he kindest I  can offer in this new territory of trust
M y heart longs to love your face
Not a mask
But a portal into understanding
Of what in means to be whole

You, Rangda, are
M y mother
M y father
M y brother
M y sister
M y lovers, all of them
M y husbands
M y son

All of whom I  have judged and show my fangs
Pointing the sword
I  slide the blade back into its sheath
Like a penis gone limp
Resting in its foreskin
After a good fuck

32
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I  lay it down between us
In that place of fresh new understanding
Flashing
Sparkling
Bright light
On the dark place of severe wisdom

Gale Marsland, Conjuntio Oppositorum
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In the imaginal
I  am making a crown out of my mishaps

A ring of knowledge that rests around my head
With many fine jewels

Some were easy to excavate
On the surface

And then there are those that I  got so dirty and grimy in the findings

Bobbie Ellis and Rebecca Amis-Lawson performing Ode to Ragda. Photos by Erik Kiviat.
34
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I  am sure there will be so many more
should I  live even a moment longer
Perhaps in this knowing
In this trusting moment
I  am more willing to dig
Knowing the beautiful gems I  can find
If I  am willing to get dirty
To smell
And feel your decay and your beauty

To the magic in your checker "court  jester tassels"
I  surrender

Gale Marsland, Heart Passage
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36CONTINUUM & CREATIVITY 
VIDEO SERIES

Artists speaking about the intimate process of  creation informed by movement
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Continuum speaks to the 
artist in me. 

T he creative adventure 
inherent in this practice 
stimulates every particle 

of my dancer being, 
awakening me to the 

movement of life as art.

Linda Rabin performing Pluton. Photo by Nicolas Ruel.
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L IN DA RABIN , DAN CER
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Canadian dance pioneer  and int ernat ional workshop leader  Linda Rabin on t he "diam ond 
essence"  of  dance - Cont inuum .
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http://www.vimeo.com/281107716
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.......the fluid resonance, 

depth of creativity, divine 
mystery, bio- intelligent 

perception and connection 
that Continuum evokes and 
provides is essential to all  

areas of my life, health and 
art forms.

M EL AN IE GAM BIN O , DAN CER

Melanie Gambino performing Nijinksi. Photo by Hannah Tobias 
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Dancer  and Choreographer  Melanie Gam bino on Cont inuum  and Creat ivit y

Continuum sparks creativity and curiosity, as well as fosters a kind of 
nutritive field that is very supportive and connective to an ever present  

unfolding life process.
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T he way Continuum 
opens the portal to 

creativity is because 
Continuum creates an 

environment in which one 
can slow down and 

awaken more of one's 
living being and living 

processes.

M ARY ABRAM S, ART IST

Mary Abrams, Star
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Mary Abram s on awakening im aginat ion w it h t he biological process of  Cont inuum .

Whether we express through drawing or dance or any medium, Continuum 
inspires us to move with fertile elements and create with them throughout.
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In Continuum the primary 
focus is the fluid system. As we 

sound and move from 
resonance, the 

bio- intelligence of the fluid 
system becomes the 

choreographer. 

T he Cosmic Body is my way 
of bringing the visual aspects 
of these experiences alive, as I  

work and play with the 
medium of  "Living Water".

SUZ AN N E W RIGH T  CRAIN , 
ART IST

Suzanne Wright-Cain, Prayer Flag
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Susan Wr ight  Crain, Ar t ist  and Cont inuum  Teacher , on t he int ersect ion of  healt h, creat ivit y, 

science and Cont inuum  w it h her  Living Wat er  paint ings.

When the art manifests, it comes from this resonant place of the unbounded 
wholeness, T he Dreaming, the quantum field, whatever you wish to call it. T he 

water takes sentient form by carrying the paint or dye into wet shapes.
44
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M y writing comes out of 
living experience and the 
well of Continuum as an 

alive process of

 inner /outer 
engagement. 

Continuum has given me 
the courage to write from 

the deep expression of 
change, awareness 

and fluid 

forthcoming.

BO BBIE EL L IS, PO ET

Melissa Forbes, Union
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Bobbie Ell is on how t he som at ic awareness pract ice of  Cont inuum  awakened her  t o creat ive 

w r it ing and per form ance.

I  am only moved when the muse comes. I  have learned to trust her. And usually she 
shows herself in a meeting with my body, my environment and the ways I  find 

meaning in my life.
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Once I  started doing 
Continuum my hands felt like 

cilia, on the outside of a 
paramecium. So there 

was a sense of

flow that was really 
extraordinary. One of the 

things that Continuum has 
done for me is that it has 

allowed me to really enjoy my 
hands, as opposed to make 

them so they were just 
servants. With Continuum I  
found the most effortless way 

to play music.

CO RY BL AKE, M USICIAN

Satya Kirsch, Spilling Light Series 
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Cory Blake, m usician and Cont inuum  t eacher , on how Cont inuum  changed his exper ience of  
playing classical guit ar , of  creat ing m usic, of  t he int er face w it h m edit at ion and l iving ar t fu l ly.
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http://www.vimeo.com/283687570
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 I  had learned in my dance 
training with 

Erick H awkins that 
moving the way our bodies 

naturally function is not 
only safer, but could be 

beautiful. 

In Continuum, however, 
my body was the 

choreographer as well as 
the dancer! 

T his intrinsic artistry is 
what inspires me to 

this day.

EL L EN  CO H EN , DAN CER

 Ellen Cohen, Impressions: The Three Anatomies
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Ellen Cohen, Im provisat ional Dancer  and Cont inuum  Teacher , on how t he pract ice of  
Cont inuum  helped her  t o t rust  t he unknown.
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http://www.vimeo.com/282709362
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To really access one's 
deepest being 

as a resource, which is 
also the

place of profound 
universality, is what is 
deeply called for in our 

culture. 

I t is the path of the artist 
that I  think Continuum 

really supports. 

Because ultimately 

we are all artists.

RO BIN  BECKER, CH O REO GRAPH ER

 Into Sunlight, photo courtesy of Robin Becker Dance
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Robin Becker, Artistic Director, Dancer and Choreographer speaks about the somatic practice of 
Continuum as a way of "accessing one's deepest being as a resource"  for creativity. Robin's insights are 

applicable to all creative process, to all of life.
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http://www.vimeo.com/266405375
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M y introduction to 
Continuum resulted in a 

new understanding of the 
way in which the body 

moves and functions. As 
an integral component of 
the work I  am privileged 

to take part in, it has 
truly changed how I  

move and heightened my 
sensitivity to my own 

inner landscape.

N ICO L E SCL AFAN I , DAN CER

Nicole Sclafani, Into Sunlight, photo courtesy of Robin Becker Dance
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"Expressing m ore of  m y hear t ,"  Nicole Sclafani f rom  Robin Becker  Dance reveals what  
t he som at ic pract ice of  Cont inuum  of fers dancers.
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http://www.vimeo.com/285233773
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T hrough the attentive 
tracking of movement,

I  have built a courage 
to enter without 

knowing where I  am 
going, only to follow 

the sensation of where 
the movement of the 

story may lead. 

SH ARO N  W EIL , W RIT ER

Satya Kirsch, Serpentine Dreams
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Sharon Weil, Wr it er  and Cont inuum  Teacher

To learn not only how to ride the wild waves of creativity, but to be able to tolerate 

and celebrate the unpredictability of the ridel-  to remain curious no matter what 

appears -  this is a true gift from the intelligence of the fluids to the writer.
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http://www.vimeo.com/292430325
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www.watermarkarts.org

Watermark Arts is laying a foundation for the future to go on envisioning 

and changing the world through somatically-inspired art. 

If you are inspired to make a fully tax-deductible donation

Online |  Community Foundations of Hudson Valley

By Mail |  Send a check to:

Watermark Arts Fund

Community Foundations of the Hudson Valley

80 Washington Street, Suite  201

Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
 

https://www.facebook.com/watermarkarts.org/
https://www.pinterest.com/watermarkarts/
https://www.instagram.com/watermark.arts/
https://vimeo.com/watermarkarts
https://www.linkedin.com/company/watermark-arts
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https://communityfoundationshv.org/WatermarkArts
https://communityfoundationshv.org/WatermarkArts
https://communityfoundationshv.org/WatermarkArts
https://communityfoundationshv.org/WatermarkArts
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https://www.watermarkarts.org/wp-content/uploads/The-Artistry-of-Water-O.pdf
https://www.watermarkarts.org/wp-content/uploads/Artistry-of-Water-Italian-O.pdf
https://www.watermarkarts.org/wp-content/uploads/The-Artistry-of-Water-French-O.pdf
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